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In this paper, we give an outline of a powerful hybrid genetic
algorithm to automatically schedule university exams. We also

demonstrate the power of the algorithm by presenting the results of
experiments with particularly difficult timetabling problems including

a test on actual timetable data from the University of Nottingham.

1. Introduction

The examination timetable for the University of Nottingham consists of over eight hun-
dred exams scheduled over a period of two weeks, repeated twice a year. Each exam, on
average, conflicts with about thirty others while the most conflicting exam, an Inter-
Faculty Language Course, conflicts with over two hundred other exams. By conflicts, we
mean the number of other exams which cannot be scheduled in the same period because
they have at least one student in common. The biggest single exam, a first year maths
course, has over five hundred people taking it. This problem is typical of the kind of
timetabling problems facing univerities every year (or semester).

Clearly a solution to the problem exists and can be found because it is regularly solved
by universities, though not without many problems and a huge amount of administrative
effort. Current approaches in British universities typically involve a heuristic assignment
algorithm with a large manual input, if automation is used at all. (The authors are
currently compiling a survey of timetabling problems and solution methods in British
Universities.) Using one or more of these heuristics in a hybrid Genetic Algorithm will
aid the search for a good timetable and ensure that we do not produce worse solutions
than are already found using heuristics alone.

A second problem that appears in all complex timetabling problems is the variety and
large number of, sometimes non-compatible, constraints. Heuristic assignment algo-
rithms do not easily allow for the possibility of search and strongly limit the type of con-
straints that may be catered for. By having a separate evaluation function, the timetabler
can encode and alter any (or all) of these to produce the timetable required rather than
one restricted by the assignment algorithm. Clearly there are still problems with this
approach, particularly that some constraints are viewed as hard, and therefore cannot be
violated, and others, viewed as soft, which may be violated if absolutely necessary. It is
very possible that, if encoding all constraints in the fitness function, the hard constraints
may be swamped by the large number of soft constraints just because of the way that
they are represented. This may be overcome this by redefining the search space in such a
way as to not allow infeasible timetables i.e. those with exam clashes or with more
exams scheduled than there is space to house them. Consequently, we must also redefine
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the crossover and mutation operators so they do not produce infeasible timetables and the
initial population must be specially generated, in this case using a random graph colour-
ing algorithm.

2. A Hybrid Evolutionary Algorithm

The evolutionary algorithm described searches only in the domain of feasible timetables.
Hard coded constraints may be included of the form: limit the number of students
scheduled to one period and/or leave at least one period gap between exams that clash
(either including or not including overnight clashes). This may be expanded to incor-
porate other constraints which are considered essential or to specify particular rooms,
although at the University of Nottingham just limiting the number of students has always
been sufficient.

2.1. The Creation of an Initial Population

The following random algorithm is used to generate conflict-free graphs which form the
initial population.

For each population member:
Generate a random ordering of exams

Taking each exam in turn according to that ordering:

Find the first period in which the exam may be placed without conflict
and so that the number of students does not go above a set maximum.

Place the exam in that period.

This algorithm can quickly produce large populations of random feasible exam timet-
ables. Clearly, it will not produce timetables of minimum length, nor will it produce
extremely long drawn out timetables containing unused or little used periods. The
assumption is that the problem to be solved is reasonably constrained, i.e. that the
amount of time and space available is limited.

2.2. Crossover Operators

Period i.

Parent 1

Parent 2

Take those exams scheduled in
periodi in both parents 1 and 2.

Extra exams are selected
from those scheduled in period i

in either parent 1 or parent 2
or left over from period i-1.

Any unscheduled are passed onto period i+1.

Child Timetable

Figure 1. A Heuristic Hybrid Crossover Operator

Figure 1 shows how the crossover operator works for period i. The operator starts by
looking at the first period. It takes exams scheduled in that period (in both parents) and
then uses an algorithm to select other exams so that none clash with those already
scheduled and the limit on the number of spaces is not violated. Once this is completed,
the crossover looks at period two and so on until all exams are placed.
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The normal domain independent uniform crossover operator, when given a choice, takes
alleles randomly from one parent or the other. It is not possible to have strictly transmit-
ting operators within our chosen domain. However, the action of the standard operator
may be partially mimicked by choosing an appropriate exam selection algorithm. As
well as ensuring that each offspring is feasible, hybrid operators may also use non-payoff
information to guide the genetic algorithm towards good solutions; this being informa-
tion other than the single value returned by the evaluation function.

We may, therefore, construct a number of different operators based on the same frame-
work but using alternative selection algorithms. An experiment doing exactly this is dis-
cussed below. The operators we use are described in figure 3. In each case, once an exam
is selected, all other exams that clash with it are labelled as unscheduled for that period.
The algorithms continue to select exams until there are none left to chose from.

g Random (rand)

Exams are selected at random. This is the closest to the standard uniform
crossover.

g Largest Degree (large)

Exams are selected according to the number of other exams they conflict with.
This is a widely known graph colouring heuristic[22].

g Most Similar Exams (similar)

Exams are selected according to how many conflicting exams they have in
common with those already scheduled. This is also a graph colouring heuris-
tic[4].

g Latest Scheduled in other Parent (late)

Exams are selected according to where the same exam is scheduled in the
other parent. Since unplaced exams are passed on to the next period, this
increases the chances of shortening the length of the timetable.

g Least Conflicting with Previous Period (spread)

Exams are selected so as to minimise the number of conflicts with exams in the
previously scheduled period.

Figure 2. Hybrid Genetic Operators for Evolutionary Timetabling.

2.3. The Mutation Operator

Mutation, like crossover, must also ensure that a timetable remains feasible after its
action. It cannot therefore take any exam and shift it to another period at random, since
this may cause a conflict between the moved exam and ones already scheduled. Instead,
we chose to incorporate mutation into the crossover algorithm. This is done by adding
exams to the current search that would otherwise not be considered until a later period

2.4. Fitness Calculation and Selection

The evaluation function can clearly be made up of any timetabling related factors. For
instance, if it were hoped that larger exams appeared earlier on for marking purposes
then it would be possible to include that in the function. In the experiment discussed
below, we concentrate on two particular common requirements:
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g The length of the timetable.

g The number of conflicts between exams in adjacent periods.

Although many different alternatives are available for epitomizing a number of semi-
dependent criteria such as may be found in a timetabling problem, Corne [8], argues that
a simple linear penalty-weighted sum is sufficient for the timetabling problem. Whether
this holds for the slightly changed search neighbourhood described here remains the sub-
ject of future work. It is certainly sufficient to illustrate the workings of the algorithm. If
we wish to produce a system to be used, the workings of the penalty function needs to be
sufficiently clear for the user to be able to alter it usefully.

3. Results on a Randomly Generated Test Problem

The above operators were incorporated into a generational Genetic Algorithm with popu-
lation size 200, using exponential rank based selection with selection pressure 0.986. A
random set of constraints was generated with known minimal colouring [11] as a test
problem. This has two hundred exams, perhaps typical of a faculty scheduling problem,
but is considerably more constrained The probability of any two exams conflicting is 1/2
(which is equivalent to 10,000 constraints). A minimal schedule for this set (i.e. a timet-
able which uses the least number periods) would be fourteen periods long. The penalty
function used was 100 times the length of the timetable plus a variable x times the
number of conflicting exams scheduled in adjacent periods. In figure 4, solutions are
marked as the value of x followed by the particular operator that produced the solution.
COLDEG marks the solution produced by the heuristic graph colouring algorithm [4]
which chooses vertices according to which has the smallest number of possible values;
this is generally quoted as being one of the most effective of known heuristic algorithms
[10]. All solutions took in the order of fifteen minutes to produce on a Sun Sparc Classic.
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On this highly constrained problem, neither the random operator nor the largest degree
operator perform very well. In fact, only when x is 10 do they even improve on the start-
ing population but then they are both dominated by timetables produced by both the
spread and late crossovers. This casts doubt on the ability of the naive operators to cope
with the pontentially highly epistatic problems that are often found in the field of timeta-
bling. The similar crossover outperformed the others when x was set to one but otherwise
also performs poorly. This is perhaps surprising as this heuristic produces good colour-
ings when used by itself.

The two operators that consistently out-performed the others were spread and late.
Spread was particularly good at enlarging the timetable whilst minimising the number of
adjacent conflicts. The main strength of the late operator was in shortening the length of
the timetable; These are two criteria by which timetables are often judged. In the case
where the only criteria is the length of the timetable, late finds a timetable using only
three more periods than is optimal.

Late and spread were then used together (denoted by ’E’), the proportion of each being
evolved according to which is producing the best timetables. This new combined version
outperformed all the individual operators for all values of x tried.

The curve C is given by 10,000 (number of constraints)/Length. It is neither an upper nor
lower bound for the quality of the timetables but shows the trade-off we might expect
between length and the number of adjacent conflicting exams. Of course, we cannot pro-
duce any timetables in the shaded region to the left of the vertical line given by "length =
14". However, given that we can actually find a timetable, this function gives the
expected number of adjacent conflicts if the exams are evenly spread between all periods.

4. Results on a Real Problem

The algorithm was also tested on timetable data from Nottingham University as briefly
described in the introduction. This is usually scheduled into thirty two periods with, usu-
ally, one thousand five hundred and fifty seats available at any one time. Other rooms
may occasionally be made available in addition to the normal exam halls. In each case,
the algorithm took approximately six hours to run.

The algorithm, just using late and spread operators was tested against several different
versions of the problem.

g Unlimited Seating

The first test was to allow the algorithm to run without any upper bound on the
number of students that may be seated in any one period, just using the late operator
by itself.

This produced a timetable in seventeen periods, much less than usually required by
the University. Further investigation however reveals that due to the number of
exams entries (34265), the minimum number of periods must be twenty three if we
are to not violate the seating constraint.

g Restricted Seating

The same algorithm was then run with the number of seats in any one period res-
tricted to 1550.
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This time, the algorithm produced a timetable of length twenty three on its first run,
with six hundred and seventy eight occurrences of conflicts between exams in adja-
cent periods. The first period with less than 1540 people taking exams in was the
twenty third.

g Restricted Seating, One Free Period

Finally, the algorithm was run with the extra constraint that no student may have
exams in two consecutive periods, although an exam in the evening and another the
next morning is still permitted.

This produced a timetable of thirty one periods, essentially freeing the final Satur-
day of the examination schedule. This timetable had only three hundred and thirty
instances of conflicts between exams scheduled in the evening period and exams
scheduled for the next morning. Four periods, all in the afternoon, were completely
empty of exams.

5. Conclusion

Evolutionary algorithms show great promise in the area of educational timetabling, par-
ticularly in their ability to consider, and optimize, the wide variety of different con-
straints that may be found in universities. We have shown here that by considering hybrid
crossover operators, incorporating already known graph colouring techniques, we can
produce good quality timetables, even from extremely constrained problems.

By representing the timetable directly, and not as a set of instructions as to how to pro-
duce it, we ensure that the chromosomes that are selected really are the best ones. By
hard-coding the fundamental, unbreakable, constraints into the algorithm, we increase the
probability that an appropriate solution can be found (if one exists) and we make certain
that no number of extra soft constraints might cause an infeasible timetable to be found.
The genetic algorithm is given a head start over other approaches by seeding the initial
population with already feasible timetables. By using (a combination of) specially
developed heuristic operators, the search can be guided towards the best sector of the
solution space and hence the best timetables.

We are now continuing to develop the hybrid genetic algorithm, and the different opera-
tors, to include other hard and soft constraints. Currently, the operators continue picking
exams for the current period until there are no more suitable exams left. This means that
currently, it is highly unlikely that, in the generated problem,
a solution of length 33 and no adjacent conflicting exams (which may be constructed by
taking the periods from the solution 0-late and putting an extra empty period in between
each) will be found any other way. Using the hybrid method means that it is very easy to
include an extra hard constraint to ensure that none of the exams picked for a particular
period will clash with those already scheduled in the previous period, as was used for the
Nottingham data.

We are also looking at ways of how the search time may be decreased with minimal loss
of final timetable quality by using features specific to the structure of timetable graphs. A
brief analysis of the Nottingham problem reveals that despite the introduction of modu-
larity the number of conflicts between exams in different departments is still significantly
lower than between exams within the same departments. This suggests that it may be
possible to split the problem up into smaller subproblems which may be solved semi-
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independently.
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